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Abstract
The information-theoretic unconditional security offered by quantum key distribution
has spurred the development of larger quantum communication networks. However,
as these networks grow so does the strong need to reduce complexity and
overheads. Polarization-based entanglement distribution networks are a promising
approach due to their scalability and no need for trusted nodes. Nevertheless, they
are only viable if the birefringence of all-optical distribution fibres in the network is
compensated to preserve the polarization-based quantum state. The brute force
approach would require a few hundred fibre polarization controllers for even a
moderately sized network. Instead, we propose and investigate four different
realizations of polarization compensation schemes that can be used in quantum
networks. We compare them based on the type of reference signals, complexity,
effort, level of disruption to network operations and performance on a four-user
quantum network.
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1 Introduction
Quantum key distribution (QKD) provides provable security for protocols used to ex-
change encryption keys and hence encrypted messages between multiple users [1–3].
Typically, most implementations have focused on individual QKD links consisting of two
users. To establish individual quantum communication links, several research groups have
used a wide variety of qubit encodings [4–6]. One common method, especially for in-fibre
QKD, is polarization encoding [7–9]. Using polarization states of photons in QKD sim-
plifies the end-user hardware in comparison to time-bin encoding since this encoding
method does not require interferometers. However, any polarization encoding scheme
suffers from the birefringence of the optical fibres used and will not work without some
form of polarization compensation to ensure that the polarization axes from the source
are faithfully transmitted to the receiver [10, 11]. In this way, the polarization basis sys-
tem is identical at the source and the receiver. Typically, active polarization compensation
uses specialized hardware that sends its own bright classical signal through the optical
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fibre [12–14]. However, the bright classical light signals used will cause insurmountable
noise on the single photon level quantum signals. Thus, there is a need for adequate po-
larization compensation schemes that work well with polarization-based QKD protocols
[1, 2]. These schemes have to avoid the use of bright classical light and reduce the power
level of the reference signal to single photons. We note that procedures that may be easy
to implement in simple 2-user quantum links may not necessarily be scalable as we start
building large-scale and heavily interconnected quantum networks. In that sense, meth-
ods that work for 2-user links may improve individual links in the networks, but not the
network as a whole. This can lead to a high number of controllers needed for networks
with more than a couple of users. For example, the power level of bright classical light can
be reduced to a single-photon level using an optical attenuator, but it requires a classical
signal to follow the same path as a quantum signal. This leads to the compensation of links
in the network one by one for each pair of users which requires 2k controllers for k links.
On the other hand, we show that auxiliary classical light as a reference signal is not needed
and that minimization of Quantum Bit Error Rate (QBER) can be used in the compensa-
tion process in quantum networks. Not only that this approach reduces the number of
controllers needed to k for k links but also it does not require downtime of the network.

We present polarization compensation schemes with different types of reference signals
on a four-user quantum network and compare their benefits and drawbacks in the context
of QKD. We assess their performances in the entanglement-based quantum communica-
tion network with a polarization-entangled photon pair source and wavelength division
multiplexing technique.

We evaluated polarization compensation methods based on the ease of implementation,
resources needed, time taken for compensation of each fibre, the amount of user partic-
ipation needed and whether causing disruption to the quantum network service. After
describing the experimental setup, we present each of the four realizations used and how
they were implemented. In the discussion, we critically discuss the performance of each
method against the above criteria.

2 Experimental setup
Lately, significant efforts have been made in the implementation of QKD in networks in
which each user is connected with all other users at the same time [15–17]. One com-
mon way to create such a full-mesh network is wavelength multiplexing which allows
expanding the bandwidth capacity of the network without the need for additional fi-
bres [9]. To connect four users in a full-mesh quantum network, we have used a type-
0 polarization-entangled photon pair source with a spectrum of ∼60 nm full width at
half maximum (FWHM) in a Sagnac interferometer configuration [18, 19]. The pump
laser at 775.06 nm produces signal and idler photons with wavelengths symmetrically dis-
tributed around the central wavelength of 1550.12 nm in the process of spontaneous para-
metric down-conversion. This process [20] occurs in the 5 cm long Magnesium Oxide
doped periodically poled Lithium Niobate (MgO:ppLN) bulk crystal with a polling pe-
riod of 19.2 μm. Combining clockwise and counter clockwise contributions in a Sagnac
interferometer at the polarization beamsplitter, we create a maximally entangled state
|φ+〉 = 1√

2 (|H〉1|H〉2 + |V 〉1|V 〉2) for each pair of photons whose wavelengths are symmet-
rical about the central wavelength [15]. The central wavelength corresponds to the ITU
channel 34 according to the ITU-T G.694.1 recommendation, and the selected pairs of
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Figure 1 (a) Communication layer of the four-user full-mesh network. Every pair of users share a bipartite
entangled state as represented by each individual infinity symbol. (b) Physical layer of the network consists of
a polarization-entangled photon source, q-ROADM (consisting of fibre polarization controllers (FPC), optical
switch (OS), de-multiplexer DEMUX and multiplexer MUX) and polarization analysis module (PAM). Each user
has a PAM consisting of a beamsplitter (BS), polarization beamsplitter (PBS), half waveplate (HWP), shutters (S),
and mirrors. Single-photon detectors are depicted as D1 and D2. Solid lines depict optical fibres and dashed
lines free-space path of photons

signal and idler photons can be distributed to different users using a quantum reconfig-
urable add-drop multiplexer (q-ROADM) [21, 22]. Q-ROADM consists of a wavelength
de-multiplexer (DEMUX) that divides the broadband entangled photon spectrum into
30 × 100 GHz ITU channels, fibre polarization controllers (FPC), an optical fibre switch
(OFS) and a multiplexer (MUX) that combines previously divided entangled photons in
a single fibre such that every user receives three wavelengths to form a fully connected
network (Fig. 1, b). Using q-ROADM, we introduce active switching to provide flexibility
and dynamic control over network configuration. Each user in a network is provided with
a polarization analysis module (PAM) that enables polarization analysis in two mutually
unbiased orthonormal bases. The two outputs of each PAM are connected to supercon-
ducting nanowire detectors from Photon Spot with detection efficiencies between 70%
and 90% and jitter between 80 ps and 60 ps that are further connected to a time-tagger
unit (Swabian Time-Tagger Ultra). Although the detectors are polarization dependent, it
does not affect the process since the approach with minimization of the number of pho-
tons only requires that minimum is achieved, no matter what the exact number of photons
in the minimum is, as described in the next section. The distances between users in the
network are 1.6 km, and the measured loss varies from 8.1 dB to 13 dB, depending on the
link. These values include loss from fibre transmissions, q-ROADM, PAMs and detectors.

3 Canonical method using an auxiliary laser for polarization compensation
• Realization with manual polarization controllers
In a physical layer, users in the network are connected with optical fibres (Fig. 1, b).

Unavoidable mechanical stress due to external conditions, present along any realistic de-
ployed optical fibre, will result in a transformation of an incident polarization and increase
the Quantum Bit Error Rate (QBER). This undesired transformation can be compensated
for using adjustable polarization controllers. The canonical method implies sending an
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Figure 2 Setup for polarization compensation using predefined photon polarization states. The laser power
is controlled with the variable optical attenuator (VOA). The polarization of the photons entering the setup is
defined using the polarizer (POL), in our case Wollaston prism. The flip mirror (FM) is used to switch between
the signal from the setup for polarization compensation and the signal from the source of
polarization-entangled photon pairs. Mechanical shutters are depicted as S1, S2, S3 and S4, beamsplitters as
BS, polarization beamsplitter as PBS, half waveplates as HWP and single-photon detectors as D1 and D2 Solid
lines are describing optical fibres and dashed lines free-space path of photons

auxiliary laser light with selectable and predefined polarization states (usually switching
between two different mutually unbiased bases) through the same optical fibre that will
later carry the quantum signal to the users. In a wavelength multiplexed quantum net-
work, this reference signal must be of the same wavelength as the intended quantum sig-
nal. Hence, we use a tunable laser as our source. Further, to use the same single-photon
detectors for the polarization compensation and for QKD we use a variable optical atten-
uator (VOA) to reduce the laser power to a suitable level. This saves the time and effort
that would otherwise be needed to switch from single-photon detectors to photodiodes
for signal measurement at the output (Fig. 2).

Laser light from a tunable laser is prepared in the H state (horizontal linear polariza-
tion) using a Wollaston prism (POL in Fig. 2). Photons transmitted through the first BS
in the setup for predefining the polarization state end up in the D state (diagonal linear
polarization) due to rotation on a HWP and photons reflected on the first BS remain in
the H state. We choose to send photons of the either H or D polarization state of the clas-
sical light to the users by closing one of the corresponding shutters (S1 and S2 in Fig. 2.).
They experience the same disturbance as the quantum signal and end up entering PAMs
in a random state before the implementation of polarisation compensation. Besides po-
larization, we must take care of the wavelengths too. Since each pair of users is connected
with different pairs of ITU channels, in the process of compensation we also must send
photons of corresponding wavelengths. The procedure for compensation requires sending
photons of one of two polarization states (H or D in our setup) and measuring the polar-
ization state received at the PAM. Then, the measurement is performed at the detector
corresponding to the orthogonal state in the same basis since it is generally preferable to
align to a minimum rather than a maximum. This means that we send H and measure in
V or send D and measure in A. Optical shutters in the transmitter and receivers are used
to ensure that the measurement basis always corresponds to the correct setting based on
the well-defined sent polarization state. We note that the shutters are only needed for the
polarization compensation steps and are both left open (closed) on the receivers (trans-
mitter) during the QKD protocol. Compensation in one basis is done when the minimum
value attainable is observed with the corresponding detector. After compensation in one
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Figure 3 Left: Photography of a part of the experimental setup with manual polarization controllers, Right:
Photography of a part of the experimental setup with motorized polarization controllers

basis, we send the other polarization state and compensate in this basis as well. With it-
erative alternations between both transmitted polarization states, we are able to find a
common position of the fibre polarization compensation paddles (Fig. 3, left) that results
in the lowest values for the V detector (when we send H) and the A detector (when we
send D). The results of our measurements based on the sample of 206 compensations on
a full-mesh four-user network show that it takes 14 min average per link to achieve average
polarization visibility of (98.17 ± 0.04)% after compensation. Our previous research [23]
showed polarization stability that corresponds to the average standard deviation of QBER
of 0.6% after compensation with manual controllers over a period of 10.8 days. This period
includes cooling cycles of superconducting detectors every 24 hours over which the net-
work was not running but it fully recovered its functionality after cycling. Although the
network cannot operate at the same time when compensation is conducted, this scheme
provides high polarization visibilities and the possibility for fine adjustments in both bases.

• Realization with motorized polarization controllers

Although widely used, manual polarization controllers suffer from limitations induced
by human factors. On the other hand, motorized polarization controllers (MPC) offer re-
producibility and are easy to use [12, 24]. Here, we have implemented MPCs (Fig. 3, right)
to our network with the algorithm that maximizes polarization visibility above a certain
threshold. Besides threshold polarization visibility values in each base, the user can de-
fine the global polarization visibility threshold that he would like to achieve, the initial
angle, and the step size that depends on the value of visibility. It is natural to take larger
steps when being far off the optimum value and to refine steps closer to the polarization
visibility threshold. As described in Fig. 4, in the first step, our algorithm finds the pad-
dle with the highest impact on the polarization visibility value, positions it to maximize
polarization visibility, and excludes that paddle. In the next step, the algorithm checks if
polarization visibility is higher than the predetermined threshold value in that basis and,
if that condition is not satisfied, finds the second paddle with the highest impact. Further
rotations of those two paddles are enabling us to get the result above the threshold value.
This algorithm is very natural in the sense that it follows steps that one would take to com-
pensate polarization using manual polarization controllers. To compare, using motorized
polarization controllers with our algorithm results in similar polarization visibility (above
98%) as manual compensation, but faster (8 min). Considering that other methods have
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Figure 4 Flowchart of the algorithm used to control MPCs

shown to be even faster, for further investigations we recommend combining the best of
both worlds, reproducibility and automation of the algorithm using MPCs with the blink-
ing scheme or with the possibility of avoiding the disruption of the network with the QBER
minimization. In our experiment, all MPCs start from the same position and move for 10°
as their initial angle and try to achieve 95% polarization visibility for the HV base, 98%
polarization visibility for the DA base, and 95% global polarization visibility as an aver-
age between HV base and DA base. Even though the polarization visibility in one basis
might be lower than the threshold value in that basis, if the global polarization visibility is
larger than the global threshold value, the algorithm stops. The algorithm will run up to
four times in each base before it reduces the threshold value that it is trying to achieve for
0.2%. Also, it will try to switch to another base up to 10 times before it stops if the global
threshold is not achieved. The consequence of high threshold polarization visibility val-
ues is the possibility that those values won’t be achieved in the first try, but on the other
hand, we have achieved the lowest contribution to QBER after polarization compensation
(Table 1.) in comparison to manual fibre polarization controllers and “blinking scheme”.
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• Realization with simultaneous polarization compensation in both polarization bases –
“blinking scheme”

A realization of a canonical method using manual polarization controllers requires it-
erative steps of changing the predefined state of a reference signal before compensation.
This process can be time-consuming since the iterative procedure does not necessarily
converge. However, if one could send and receive polarization states from both bases (i.e.
H state from HV basis, and D state from DA basis, alternately) for a short time, it could be
possible to compensate in both bases “simultaneously”. In both arms of the setup for polar-
ization state preparation, we have shutters that can be open, closed, or blinking with some
frequency. The same pair of shutters can be found on the users’ PAM modules (Fig. 2). In
our experiment, both pairs of shutters were working in a “blinking” mode with an inte-
gration time of 0.3 s per base, enabling us to track the polarization visibility of both bases
simultaneously. We notice that there is a compromise between how fast shutters open and
close, and the experimental practicality. Faster blinking of shutters would give a better av-
erage but it leads to the mixing of different basis due to imperfect shutters synchronization.
Experimentally, we noticed this effect by achieving lower maximum polarization visibil-
ity (in both bases) while working in blinking mode with lower integration times than 0.3
s compared to the manual realization where shutters are opening and closing arms one
by one. Although this scheme also requires downtime of the network, it is much faster
than manual realization. Compensation done on 24 links shows an average polarization
visibility value of (97.6 ± 0.2)% in 6 minutes per link. In this way, we have reduced the net-
work’s downtime by more than half with a similar network performance compared with
the previously described manual realization.

4 Minimization of QBER
For entanglement-based QKD protocols [2, 25], QBER below 11% is required to ensure a
positive secret key rate [26]. As previously demonstrated for two users [27–30], it is possi-
ble to use a quantum signal in the process of polarization compensation. Here, we propose
the first implementation of the scheme with the minimization of QBER for quantum net-
works. Unlike the previously described methods where adding an nth user in the network
would require compensation of variations for 2(n – 1) new links, with this method each
new user needs to compensate only fibres that are connecting him/her to the source. In
this way, communication links with other users will be polarization compensated leaving
the rest of the network intact (Fig. 5). Although this method requires finding the exact de-
lay between users to calculate the QBER correctly, its big advantage is that the process of
compensation can be done while the network is active and without any additional hard-
ware. This could play a crucial role in real-life implementations. After finding the delay
between a pair of users, QBER is calculated from a temporal cross-correlation histogram
[15, 25]. While monitoring its live value, QBER was minimized using manual controllers.
However, we note that it is impossible to have continuous monitoring of compensation
since the signal can not be used for compensation and key generation simultaneously.

We have done compensation on a running four-user network with live QBER moni-
toring on 13 links and results show entanglement fidelity of (93.2 ± 0.8)% for what takes
around 2 min on average per link.
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Figure 5 QBER minimization scheme effectively corresponds to having a source that produces entangled
photon pairs at wavelengths corresponding to ITU channels shown in the table between each pair of users.
The colours in the table represent different photon pairs that are distributed among the users, while channel
numbers correspond to wavelengths symmetrically distributed around the central wavelength of 1550.12 nm
(corresponding to channel 34)

5 Discussion
We have successfully applied all presented schemes for polarization compensation in a
quantum communication network, but we note that some of them have advantages that
could be crucial when scaling quantum networks to a high number of users. Besides the
method with QBER minimization, other methods require 2k FPCs for k links. Since every
nth new user in a full-mesh network based on multiplexing needs to establish 2(n – 1)
new links, it is important to use an appropriate method. Even more importantly, since
minimization of QBER does not require downtime, network management can adjust po-
larization visibility to keep it above a certain threshold even during the communication
process. In addition, it significantly reduces the time needed for the process of compensa-
tion for which it stands out among the other methods. In Table 1, we present a summary of
evaluated methods and their realizations with the results of measurements. We note that
while the QBER-based method is clearly preferred, it requires a high-fidelity state from
the entangled photon pair source and a high coincidence rate. If the fidelity of the state
needs to be tuned, then it becomes necessary to have at least two users sharing one link
whose fibres have been polarization compensated by one of the other methods. If the co-
incidence rate is low, a longer time is needed to obtain a useful QBER value. Further, the
QBER-based polarization compensation scheme is not suitable as a diagnostic tool, since
it does not differentiate between errors caused by the birefringence in the optical fibre
and the fidelity of the source of entangled photons. We have shown that there is no real
performance difference between manual fibre polarization compensation and motorised
ones when using the paddle-based controllers (i.e. rotating loops of fibre). Our simple de-
terministic algorithm presented here is sufficient to rapidly compensate the fibres. The
main limitation to their operating speed was their rotation speed and the readout time of
the detector counts. Using mechanical shutters in the “blinking scheme” is clearly advanta-
geous because it eliminates the extra manual steps of changing the emitted and measured
states. However, it is important that the shutters blink in tandem with each other. Asyn-
chronous operation of the shutters was found to enable a fraction of the light to be sent
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Table 1 Summary of polarization compensation methods for quantum networks

Method Canonical with an auxiliary laser Minimization of QBER
Realization Manual fibre

polarization
controllers

Motorized
polarization
controllers

“Blinking
scheme” using
mechanical
shutters

Compensation done on one
fibre connecting pair of users

Figure

FPCs needed
for k links 2k 2k 2k k

Do not disrupt
the whole
network

Calibration
signal not
needed

Active changes
of basis not
needed

t (per link) ∼14 min ∼8 min ∼6 min ∼2 min
Polarization

visibility
after com-
pensation

(98.17 ± 0.04)% (98.4 ± 0.2)% (97.6 ± 0.2)% not applicable

Entanglement
fidelity 93.3% (estimated*) 93.5% (estimated*)

92.7%
(estimated*) (93.2 ± 0.8)% (measured)

Calculated
contribu-
tion to QBER
due to
polarization
compensa-
tion

(0.91 ± 0.02)% (0.77 ± 0.03)% (1.18 ± 0.08)% 0.05% (estimated*)

Measured
QBER

ranging from 2.7% to
4.0%† not measured (3.4 ± 0.4)%

*Estimated including 3.35% (average of measured QBERs during calibration measurements) net QBER contribution (i.e.
93.3% entanglement fidelity contribution) from entangled photon pair source, user modules, timing jitter, detectors and
polarization compensation.
† The actual experimentally measured value depends on the properties of the network link and thus there is a nearly
uniform spread of QBER values between the extremes quoted

or measured in the wrong polarization state/basis. Given that other methods have proven
effective, the use of shutters is questionable. However, their use as a diagnostic tool for
remotely deployed user modules remains efficacious.

6 Conclusion
We have demonstrated four realizations of polarization compensation methods that can
be used in quantum networks. The promising results of their practical implementation
have confirmed that they can be a powerful tool for future large-scale QKD networks.
The process of polarization compensation with minimization of QBER can be done while
the network is active and utilises only photons from the entangled photon source, which
is an important comparative advantage. Implementation of motorized controllers with
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the QBER method could further reduce the time required for the polarization compen-
sation process and automate it. We did not find an efficient automation solution for the
QBER-based method other than a simple grid search algorithm and consequently did not
implement it. Future work could investigate Machine Learning algorithms to help com-
pensate polarization changes in the optical fibres based on the QBER value. Also, different
technical realizations of the presented methods could be investigated. Importantly, our
experiment shows that each logical link within the entanglement distribution layer of the
quantum network can be polarization compensated independently and we do not need to
compensate each wavelength over each physical link in the network.
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